FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
VJ Electronix Teams with DNIV International to Enhance its South East Asia
Sales Channel
September 2014 — VJ Electronix, Inc., the leader in rework technologies and global provider of
advanced X-ray inspection systems, is pleased to announce that it has appointed DNIV
International for sales and service in Thailand, Vietnam, Singapore and Malaysia.
DNIV will be the exclusive distributor of VJ Electronix’ Summit Series, 400 Series and Micra
rework products in Thailand. DNIV also will distribute Vertex, X-Quik and custom X-ray
throughout Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore and Vietnam.
According to DNIV Director CC Lau, “DNIV and VJ Electronix have a long history including many
years together under a prior partnership. Since that time we have continued to develop our
team and expand through new products and territories. We are excited to work with VJE
again.”
DNIV was established in 1995. Headquartered in Singapore, DNIV has more than 70 sales and
service engineers with offices in Bangkok, Thailand, Penang, Malaysia, Shanghai, China and
Hanoi, Vietnam.
Don Naugler, Director of Global Sales and Marketing for VJ Electronix commented, “DNIV brings
decades of experience and expertise in SMT, semiconductor, automotive and Welding
industries. Their dedication and customer focus are exactly what we need to serve our
customer base.”
VJ Electronix, with 20 years of experience in the electronics industry, has a complete range of
machines used in different fields wherever a high technology level is required, e.g. military,
medical, NDT, etc. The appointment of DNIV International is a key step in the company’s
strategic efforts to raise its profile in the international market.
For more information about VJ Electronix, visit ww.vjelectronix.com.
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